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The Indo-German bilateral ‘Programme for Modernisation and Innovation Promotion
in MSMEs in India’ (MSME INNO) aims to improve the local innovation ecosystem
through fostering cooperation between different stakeholders and through strengthening
innovation capacity and sustainability of the Indian MSME sector. This bilateral project
is implemented by the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)
GmbH on behalf of the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and
Development (BMZ), in cooperation with the Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises (MSMEs), Government of India.

Chaman Lal Dhanda
Project Director
Programme for Modernisation and
Innovation Promotion in MSMEs in
India (MSME INNO)

One of the key approaches of the project to promote innovation is strengthening the
start-up and incubation ecosystem by collaborating with selected incubation centres that
provide enabling support through various tools, activities and programmes to budding
start-ups.
This publication showcases the impact of WE Sprint – an acceleration programme
supported by MSME INNO and implemented by Atal Incubation Centre Banasthali
Vidyapeeth for leading women start-ups. Cases of collaborations, mentorship, networking
and trainings offered through the programme are displayed; seeking to inspire deeper
collaborations and encouraging similar examples in the incubation ecosystem.
My best wishes to all the entrepreneurs, I sincerely hope their innovation journey continues!

Across the world, a lot has been written and spoken about gender equality and achieving
it through women entrepreneurship. In fact, some people debate on separate requirements
for female entrepreneurship. It is important to understand why women require targeted
support.
There is no denying the fact that women often face hurdles like conservative upbringing,
lack of (financial) family support, family responsibilities and insufficient availability of
resources and training. These factors likely go hand in hand with a lack of confidence and
networking abilities among women entrepreneurs who make up only 14% of the total
number of entrepreneurs.

Abhishek Pareek
CEO
Atal Incubation Centre (AIC) Banasthali
Vidyapith

Face-to-face in mixed-gender incubators, women often fall short facing the maledominated business world.
Banasthali Vidyapith, with its more than eight decades legacy of targeting challenges
of women, has created a conducive environment for women start-ups. The customized
‘hybrid’ incubation programme WE Sprint was designed specifically for women. It helps
them to receive incubation benefits while taking care of their family responsibilities. The
mentor and industry connect introduces them to a network of experts and peers while
supporting their vision to create sustainable ventures.
India needs the right balance of unicorns and a large number of small businesses for
achieving inclusive growth. Gandhiji’s concept of developing Sarvodaya through
Antyodaya, implying the welfare of all through uplifting all parts of the society, holds
great value.
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Impacted by the growing institutional support of public and
private stakeholders, the Indian start-up ecosystem has matured
over the years. Today, more than 600 incubators and accelerators
are active in the country. Likewise, women are starting to increase
their involvement in India’s start-up ecosystem, chasing their
entrepreneurial dreams. However, women entrepreneurs constitute
only around 14% of all entrepreneurs in India.1
Without a doubt, embarking on the entrepreneurial journey
is challenging for any start-up. Funding, access to networks,
understanding customers, developing marketing strategies
and adhering to statutory norms are just some of the hurdles a
new-found start-up has to conquer. Still, women entrepreneurs
face additional challenges introduced through the gender gap
that comes with a male-dominated society. Earning a place for
themselves in a male-dominated ecosystem is a constant struggle
for many. Often starting their businesses without adequate support
from their families, creating a balance between business and family
life adversely impacts their growth story.
The Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit
(GIZ) GmbH and the Atal Incubation Center (AIC) Banasthali
Vidyapith joined hands to conceptualise and implement ‘WE
Sprint’ – an acceleration programme specially customised for
growth stage women start-ups. This one-year programme was
designed to provide mentorship, industry connect, access to peer
networks, and investor meets followed by a ‘demo day’ where the
start-up presented their products/services in front of investors and
other relevant stakeholders. WE Sprint made an effort to fight
gender stereotyping, enabling women entrepreneurs to make their
business stable and sustainable.

Banasthali Vidyapith is the world’s largest fully residential
university for women. The university is known for its dedication
towards empowering women to take up leadership roles in all
walks of life. In order to further promote a culture of innovation
and entrepreneurship, Banasthali Vidyapith established its Atal
Incubation Centre.
On behalf of the German Federal Ministry of Economic
Cooperation and Development (BMZ), the Deutsche Gesellschaft
für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH implements
the Programme for Modernisation and Innovation Promotion for
Micro, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (MSMEs) in India
(MSME INNO) jointly with the Ministry of Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises, Government of India. The project aims
to improve the Indian innovation ecosystem through fostering
collaboration between different stakeholders which will strengthen
the innovation capacity and sustainability of MSMEs in India. As
such, it extended support to Banasthali Vidyapith to conceptualise,
design and implement the WE Sprint acceleration programme,
seeking to harness the full potential of women entrepreneurs for
promoting innovation, economic growth and job creation.
This booklet captures the case studies of six start-ups which were
incubated in the WE Sprint programme. In addition, it includes
three case studies of start-ups incubated in the WOMENPreneur
programme. The members of this initiative also received mentorship
and training support of WE Sprint.
Sharing their success stories, we wish to inspire women who aspire
to become successful entrepreneurs!

6th economic census released by Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation (MoSPI)
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1.

The Slow Studio
Putting a Jewelry Entrepreneur on the
Growth Track

Tech Company Sprints Ahead

Start-up Name:

The Slow Studio

Start-up Name:

KoSolve

Area of Operations:

The Slow Studio is a Made in India label for handcrafted
jewelry that aims to revive, promote and preserve ancient
Indian jewelry techniques by giving them a contemporary
twist through innovative designs.

Area of Operations:

Year of Founding:

April 2018

Gurgaon-based KoSolve is an online platform that promotes
collaborative problem solving by employees in enterprises.
These challenges revolve around business losses due to lack
of in-time problem solving, a global issue faced by small,
medium and large enterprises due to a lack of such platforms
and disengaged employees.

Year of Founding:

April 2018

Founder Background:
For founder Asmita Kulshreshtha, The Slow Studio started as an
academic deliverable in 2016 when she was working on her research
thesis as part of her MA in fashion entrepreneurship and innovation
at the London College of Fashion, University of the Arts, London.
The five jewelry prototypes that she submitted during the final
jury show to support her thesis were sold out during a not-for-sale
event. That’s when she realised hers was a winning concept. Asmita
set up The Slow Studio commercially in 2018 in New Delhi.

Reason for Joining WE Sprint and its Impact:
Despite having acquired a degree in fashion entrepreneurship,
Asmita felt the need to broaden her horizon and gain more localised
knowledge and know-how on running an indigenous brand. In
order to gain these perspectives, she decided on joining WE Sprint.
Asmita had already launched The Slow Studio in the market by
the time she joined the accelerator programme in November
2018. However, the brand was still young with average monthly
sales at INR 50,000. Also, Asmita knew she needed to strengthen
the production and marketing sides of her venture to provide a
seamless brand experience to her customers.
According to Asmita, the incubator helped her gain perspective
from peers, the incubation staff, as well as from specialised
industry experts who were made available as part of the accelerator
programme.
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2.

KoSolve

Founder Background:
Through the systematic introduction to pricing, accounting and
doing business offered by the programme, she could adopt a growth
strategy and widen her skillset. The WE Sprint network helped her
establish a link with business consultant Sarika Narayan, who was
instrumental in developing a sustainable pricing structure for The
Slow Studio. As a new entrepreneur, Asmita was not required to
pay for the services of the industry expert.
The Slow Studio’s revenues have been growing each month since
joining WE Sprint. The start-up’s overall revenue so far is at INR
12 lakh.
Asmita’s long-term goal is to put Indian jewelry and handicrafts on
the global fashion map, wherein Indian jewelry and craftsmen can
command the kind of prices that luxury Western brands do.

Shweta Sharma is the founder of KoSolve. Since 2014, she has
worked in various domains of human resources and has consulted
at over 55 organisations across industries.
By 2017, she joined IIT Delhi’s entrepreneurship development
course and did extensive R&D to identify the biggest gaps that
hinder collaboration. Having discovered the lack of collaborative
problem solving as the biggest challenge for enterprises, she
designed KoSolve as her first tech product, did extensive market
and business validation from 2017 to 2018, raised investment from
five business leaders and ran trials in six large-size companies with
one paying client, IndusInd Bank.

WE Sprint’s biggest
contributions are the mentor
and investor connections. The
accelerator helped bring clarity in
making a scalable business.
- Shweta Sharma, KoSolve

Reason for Joining WE Sprint and its Impact:
At the time of joining WE Sprint, Shweta was developing the
product and had three team members..

The programme helped me approach
business more systematically which
resulted in the formulation of a stepby-step growth strategy.
- Asmita Kulshreshtha, The Slow Studio

She decided to apply for the accelerator programme as she felt this
was a great way to understand how to scale business, get connected
with mentors and investors and be part of an entrepreneurs’ cohort.
Now, KoSolve has four team members and the company has bagged
its first contract worth of INR 4 lakh.
KoSolve’s short-term focus is on acquiring new clients and users
while raising the next round of investment. In the long term,
Shweta’s goal is to make KoSolve a global platform.
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3.

ATTAC
WE Sprint Supports Social Enterprise Seeking
to End Tobacco Addiction

4.

SHIFFT FILMS
Enabling a Filmmaker to Dream Big for
Her Short Film Platform

Start-up Name:

ATTAC

Start-up Name:

SHIFFT FILMS

Area of Operations:

ATTAC stands for ‘Aim to Terminate Tobacco and Cancer’.
The Noida- based social enterprise was founded by dentists
and is focused on creating a tobacco and cancer-free society
by providing awareness, prevention, screening, diagnosis
and referral.

Area of Operations:

Bengaluru-based SHIFFT FILMS is a content creation
company specialising in videos, branding and digital assets
for marketing. GROW TALKIES, an original short film
content platform under SHIFFT, is getting incubated by
WE Sprint.

Year of Founding:

August 2014

Year of Founding:

2014

Founder Background:
Dr. Sumedha Kushwaha was doing her undergraduate studies
when she came across a 13-year-old child suffering from oral cancer
due to his consumption of Gutka, a tobacco product. Seeking to
combat tobacco addiction led her to come up with the idea of
ATTAC.

Reason for Joining WE Sprint and its Impact:
ATTAC identifies and provides support to tobacco-addicted
individuals through medical camps. Here, they receive tobacco
cessation counselling. However, India has about 267 million
tobacco users and reaching all of them through camps is challenging.
Also, de-addiction counselling isn’t always successful as many of the
addicted leave therapy mid-way.
As a solution, Dr. Sumedha started developing a mobile application
called START (Stop Tobacco with Assistance and Relive Today) in
2018, which seeks to support doctors to set up tobacco cessation
centers. After giving birth in August 2018, she joined the WE
Sprint acceleration programme in November 2018, as she wanted a
structured environment for getting back to work after her maternity
leave. Developing the mobile application required a deepened
understanding of the necessary technologies. Additionally, Dr.
Sumedha required advise on how to tackle the market.

Founder Background:
When ATTAC joined the accelerator, Dr. Sumedha was the only
one working on the mobile application. The accelerator programme
helped her convert the idea into a finished product, as the mobile
application is now ready for implementation with 36 dentists set
to install it.

Founder Deepti Tarakanath studied film and worked under various
well-known filmmakers in Mumbai. Her experiences gave her the
impetus to bring her new age communication agency to fruition.
By now, she has 25 years of experience in film and advertising.

The accelerator programme connected Sumedha with other
doctors so she could develop a viable product and also zero in on
the revenue model.

Reason for Joining WE Sprint and its Impact:

START now has a dedicated team of two doctors, an outsourced
team to take care of the technology and a board of advisors.

Deepti runs GROW TALKIES almost single-handedly. She
discovered the need to focus on the GROW TALKIES strategy
separately from the SHIFFT approach as both focus on different
targets. While SHIFFT is creating marketing videos for clients,
GROW TALKIES focuses on original short films. Specifically,
Deepti’s goal is to create meaningful and inspirational content for
youth under the GROW TALKIES umbrella.

The accelerator programme helped
me connect with other doctors,
developing a viable product and
zero in on the revenue model.

In order to do so, she needed fresh perspectives and also support in
looking for funds and associates.

- Dr. Sumedha Kushwaha, ATTAC

On joining WE Sprint, GROW TALKIES was at ideation stage
with Deepti having done one pilot project—a music video for a
prestigious college in Bengaluru—to assess how youth-oriented
content can garner traction.
Through the WE Sprint acceleration programme, Deepti could
place her focus on GROW TALKIES. The mentoring and
perspective-building helped her improve the vertical’s strategy.

Deepti is currently testing her strategies through ads and other
types of communication in order to hone the team’s storytelling
prowess before the official launch of GROW TALKIES. Already, its
order size has grown from INR 1.25 lakh to INR 10 lakh.
The team at SHIFFT—six core members and four employees
working on retainer contracts—are also supporting GROW
TALKIES for now. High on the agenda is setting in place a robust
marketing strategy, driven through a home-grown YouTube
channel. Long-term targets include stitching up all-India and
worldwide partnerships and generating business internationally.

The mentoring and perspective
building that happened as part of the
acceleration programme helped me
strategize better, especially in the
area of packaging costs.
- Deepti Tarakanath, SHIFFT Films

The storytelling through GROW TALKIES is set to thrive in the
future. Dipti and her team received support in writing relevant and
research-backed stories, in drafting a viral marketing plan and in
maintain high-end production value without compromising on
quality while driving youth engagement.
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5.

Karmyo Foundation
WE Sprint Converts Education Project Into
a Viable Social Venture

6.

Kalplata Naturals
Enabling an Agribusiness to Focus on
Scaling Up

Start-up Name:

Karmyo Foundation

Start-up Name:

Kalplata Naturals

Area of Operations:

Pune-based Karmyo Foundation provides entrepreneurship
education to pupils. The social enterprise supports 50
students at a time in 50 hours spread over 2 – 6 months. The
facilitators work closely with the students from identifying
the idea to pitching it on demo day. The start up’s goal is
to inculcate an entrepreneurial mindset in students, so they
grow to become problem solvers and job creators.

Area of Operations:

A socially and environmentally conscious agribusiness,
Ahmedabad-based Kalplata Naturals works with small
organic farmers in Rajasthan and Gujarat to promote
sustainable farming practices. Kalplata provides trainings
on packaging and branding, offering market access to the
farmers.

Year of Founding:

June 2018

Year of Founding:

May 2018

Founder Background:
Karmyo was founded by Deepika Goyal and Anshumaan Bansal.
Deepika mentored children as part of her work with Jagriti Yatra
and Mentor Me India, whereas Anshumaan researched and crafted
an entrepreneurship module to train school kids. The module
was implemented in government and private schools in 2018.
The learning outcomes and the innovative ideas developed by the
children inspired the duo to start their social venture.

Reason for Joining WE Sprint and its Impact:
Deepika and Anshumaan started Karmyo as a passion project,
without a business model in mind. However, on converting the
idea into a not-for-profit social enterprise, they realised they needed
to make Karmyo sustainable and scaleable. In order to put in place
a revenue model and a growth strategy, they applied for the WE
Sprint Acceleration Programme.
When they joined WE Sprint, Karmyo had been in existence for six
months and the organisation’s revenue stood at INR 45,000.
The mentor connect through WE Sprint helped the founders
receive support of mentors Prof. Vivek Bhandari, President of
IIHMR University, and Chintan Bakshi, CEO of Jaipur-based
incubation centre Start-up Oasis. Both mentors, who work pro
bono, gave them strategic advice, especially on identifying different
target segments and on scaling up.

Founder Background:
The expert workshops conducted at WE Sprint helped improve
their understanding of getting the unit economics right at an early
stage. This way, standardisation at scale is easier and margins are
in-built in the financial model. The experts also pointed out the
need to quantify impact. Deepika and Anshumaan are now in
the process of establishing an assessment model to help track the
impact of their entrepreneurship trainings beyond the number of
pupils trained and of ideas generated.

Founder Parul Chaudhury is a trained architect who got involved
in organic farming in 2016. Her interactions with other small
farmers revealed that access to market was their biggest area of
improvement. On the demand side, consumers were interested in
buying organic products but were not confident about organic
labelling. That is when Parul decided to launch Kalplata.

Karmyo has earned over INR 10 lakh since joining the WE Sprint
programme. The social enterprise has also signed a partnership
with the State Government of Meghalaya to conduct a pilot project
with 400 students in Shillong.

Reason for Joining WE Sprint and its Impact:

The accelerator programme helped
us understand the importance of
getting the unit economics right at
an early stage so standardisation at
scale is easier and margins are inbuilt in the financial model.
- Deepika Goyal, Karmyo

Kalplata joined the WE Sprint Acceleration Programme on 30
November 2018, when the venture was one year old. At the time,
the founder was the only full-time employee of the business. In the
first year of operations, the company had earned revenues of INR
1 lakh.
Parul joined the accelerator programme as she felt her architecture
consultancy background was not sufficient for running a business,
especially in the area of manufacturing and agriculture.
At WE Sprint, Parul gained exposure through workshops conducted
on various topics, such as financial modelling, marketing, legal and
taxation and impact assessment.
She was also matched with two mentors; Deepak Pareek, CEO and
Founder of the AI and ML-based data insights platform for farmers,
MyCrop, and Divyaroop Bhatnagar, CEO of the management
advisory services firm YFactor Marketing, who advised her through
free of cost mentoring calls.

The mentorship sessions and workshops have given Parul a more
comprehensive understanding of the business and investment
environment as well as of market strategies. At the micro level,
she gained an improved understanding of product pricing with
consideration of direct and indirect costs and unit economics.
The interventions and the resulting steps taken by Parul saw
Kalplata earn revenues of INR 1 lakh in just four months versus
the same amount earned in the entire previous year. The rise in
revenue and better understanding of business and operations has
prompted Parul to bring on board two full-time employees for
market development. Two additional employees are employed fulltime for cleaning and packaging of products, along with a parttime delivery person.
Next on Kalplata’s agenda is signing an MoU with an NGO for
farmer training as well as with an online market place, where
Kalplata will be the preferred brand.

The accelerator programme gave a
comprehensive understanding of the
business and investment environment
and market strategy through focused
mentorship and workshops.
- Parul Chaudhary, Kalplata
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7.

Empathy Design Labs
Supporting the Development of a Pregnancy
Monitoring IOT Device

8.

AI-Genix International
Helping AI-Based Pest Control TechStart-up Expand Globally

Start-up Name:

Empathy Design Labs

Start-up Name:

AI-Genix International Pvt. Ltd.

Area of Operations:

Bengaluru-based medtech company Empathy Design Labs
has developed a wearable and non-invasive screening patch,
KRIYA™, for pregnancy monitoring. As a non-invasive
IOT device, it alerts parents 24 hours prior if a pregnancy
turns into a stillbirth. With such a notification there is an
opportunity to intervene and save pregnancies.

Area of Operations:

Year of Founding:

January 2017

Mumbai-based AI-Genix International offers Artificially
Intelligent Pest Control Technology (AIPCT)-based
devices for agricultural pest management. The start-up
replaces chemicals and highly toxic pesticides with AI
technology and biology. The company has developed a
unique artificially intelligent second generation insect
communication technology (AI2GENICS) and is working
on prototype development of their AI third generation
insect communication technology. AI2GENICS is designed
to lure and combat over 1,980 species of insect pests.

Year of Founding:

2019

Founder Background:
Founder Shivi Kapil, who acquired a B.Tech in electrical engineering
and a Master’s degree in design, started her career working with a
healthcare company to focus on designing medical devices.
She was a Social Innovation Immersion Programme (SIIP) fellow
of the Department of Biotechnology’s Biotechnology Industry
Research Assistance Council (BIRAC) in the area of maternal and
child healthcare in 2015. This is how she got exposed to the danger
of stillbirths which led her to found Empathy Design Labs.

Reason for Joining WOMENPreneur and its Impact:
Empathy Design Labs was a two-year-old start-up when they
joined the 11-month WOMENPreneur incubation programme
at Banasthali Vidyapith. The start-up had already achieved the
proof-of-concept stage of its tech solution at the time of joining
the incubator.
Shivi Kapil opted for incubation as she wanted to zero in on the
best working model for her start-up.
According to the founder, mentor interactions through the
incubator helped Empathy Design Labs in the areas of market
validation, launch, partnerships and investments.
The company is yet to launch the solution in the market. However,
it is working on a paid pre-commercialisation pilot, which will
help fine-tuning the solution and launch the product for the wider
market.
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According to the WHO, about 3 million pregnancies end in
stillbirths every year. This has a immense physical and psychological
impact on the expectant women. Considering this high demand,
Shivi Kapil hopes to launch the solution in five Indian states as a
start and reach over 50,000 mothers in the first three years postlaunch.

The incubator helped us find news
media mentions in mainstream
publications, which resulted in
the company getting much needed
customer attention.
- Shivi Kapil, Empathy Design Labs

Founder Background:
Founders Shahnaz Shaikh and Khalil Jilani Shaikh started Microbiz
Network India (MNI) as a small-scale proprietary business in
2014, launching its flagship AIPCT product the same year. It has
acquired over 2,100 domestic customers. However, they felt the
need to develop this business professionally and efficiently and also
explore the global market. To this end they launched AI-Genix
International in 2019.

Reason for Joining WOMENPreneur and its Impact:

The mentors at the incubator helped us
formulate the right strategy for promoting
products and generating business.
- Shahnaz Shaikh, AI Genix International

MNI generated revenues of INR 2 crore between 2014 and 2019.
However, the founders realised they needed to create a robust
national and international distribution network. They also felt
the need for support and guidance across areas like marketing and
business development.
The incubator helped the founders connect with organisations
active in agri-research and agri-input manufacturing. The mentors
at the incubator also helped the founders formulate a strategy for
the promotion of products and generating business.
The knowledge sessions conducted at the incubator helped them
learn how to handle the different functions of business effectively.
The company is in the process of partnering with agri-input
manufacturing companies with strong financial capabilities and
large distribution networks in order to use their capabilities to
increase AI-Genix’s sales. It aims to find an appropriate international
distribution partner and to raise capital for expansion.
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9.

STREAM Minds –
Introducing an Innovative Product to the
Mainstream

Start-up Name:

STREAM Minds LLP

Area of Operations:

Gurgaon-based STREAM Minds offers story and activitybased free learning in STREAM (science, technology,
reading/writing, engineering, art and math) subjects
for pupils aged 5-8. While it offers modules in robotics,
electronics, engineering, 3D printing and coding,
STREAM Minds has also developed the activity product
‘Short Circuits’ through which children can build circuits
and learn about electrical and electronic concepts.

Year of Founding:

February 2017

Reason for Joining WOMENPreneur and its Impact:
While STREAM Minds was founded in 2017, it was only in the
second half of 2018 that ‘Short Circuits’ was conceptualised. While
the children at the start-up’s teaching centre loved the product, the
founders realised they needed to create a business model it in order
to have a more streamlined approach.
Also, STREAM Minds back then comprised of merely three
members. The team felt the need for a support network that could
help create a more efficient operational model as well as increased
stakeholder-connect in order to assist on the business/product side
and to help expand the customer base.
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For over 60 years, the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH has been working with various government and other agencies in India to promote and nurture sustainable economic, ecological, and social development.
The Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises, Government of India and the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH are jointly implementing the Programme for Modernisation and Innovation Promotion for Micro, Small and
Medium-sized Enterprises (MSMEs) in India (MSME INNO). On behalf of the German Federal Ministry of Economic Cooperation
and Development (BMZ), the project aims to improve the local innovation ecosystem through fostering the collaboration between different stakeholders and strengthening the innovation capacity and sustainability of MSMEs in India.
The project aims to improve the local innovation ecosystem through fostering the cooperation between different stakeholders and though
strengthening the innovation management capacity and sustainability of MSMEs in India. Accordingly, the project facilitates cooperation
between industries and academic institutions for the introduction and dissemination of new technologies, products, processes and/or
business model innovations.

Founder Background:
Mother-daughter duo Jaya Parashar and Ankita Parashar are the
founders of STREAM Minds. Jaya Parashar, having more than
20 years of industry experience, focuses on sales and marketing.
Ankita Parashar has experience in publishing, advertising and
educational management. She has trained over 400 students in
robotics using Lego Mindstorm NXT & EV3, VEX IQ and 3D
printing in Dubai.

About GIZ

The start-up joined the Banasthali incubator when its product was
in the prototype stage. It went through multiple iterations and was
piloted during summer camps conducted in 2019. Shortly after
that, the team started distributing the product commercially as
well.
The team found the incubation process most helpful for
product validation and for improving the product and making
it commercially viable. Through the incubation programme,
STREAM Minds has been able to enter strategic B2B partnerships
in its attempt to promote the product in schools.
The start-up now has a team of five members and is earning
monthly revenues of over INR 2 lakh. The product caters to about
500 students at present with an aim to triple this number in 2020.
The incubation accelerator programme guided the organization in
product validation and improvement and also helped them enter
strategic B2B partnerships to promote the product in schools.
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